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Types of Final Goods and Ends I
! Final vs Intermediate Goods and Ends

– Final: Goods we seek for their own sake
– Intermediate: Goods we seek as a means to other good

! Eudamonic vs Normative Goods and Ends
– Eudamonic: brings us satisfaction or happiness
– Normative: acting on moral principle

» Rights
» Virtues



Types of Final Goods and Ends II
! Types of Eudamonic Ends

– Individual Goods
» Egoistic
» Altruistic

– Common Goods
» Shared Individual Goods
» Public Goods (policies)
» Institutional Goods (practices or processes)
» Communal Goods

! Activity oriented Vs Experience oriented
! Immediate vs Mediated (by time or distance)



Politics and Economics I
! Politics: authoritative coordination of  human actions 

aimed at securing certain common goods and  distributing 
certain individual goods
– Authority relationship

» When some  people explicitly or tacitly permit others to make 
decisions for them with regard to some ends

» Who rules
– Purpose 

» Deciding on and providing goods that all  can consume and deciding 
on and distributing  goods  that only individuals can consume

» To what ends



Politics and Economics II
! Economics

– Production and consumption of goods and services
» Goods

! Material objects that satisfy our final or  instrumental wants and desires
! E.g.: food, houses, appliances

» Services
! Actions of others that satisfy our final or instrumental wants and desires
! Types of services

– Business services: management consulting, janitorial services
– Personal services: dry-cleaning, restaurants



Politics and Economics III
! A fundamental goal of politics and government, at all 

times, is the coordination of our economic  activities
! On some views, are politics and economics fundamentally 

distinct from one another. But
– Even in those few times in human history where their is little 

government intervention in market relationships; politics creates 
and allows the marketplace  to function

» Defines the rules of property holding
» Enforces contracts between individual buyers  and sellers
» Provides certain goods the market cannot  provide

– Relationships of authority in the market: business enterprises, 
public bureaucracies



The Problem of Coordination
! Once a division of labor arises, the problem of 

coordinating production and consumption arises
– We want to insure that time, effort and money is not spent 

producing consumer goods people do not want or want less than 
other goods

– We want to insure that the capital goods necessary for the 
production of consumer goods are made available

! Three means of economic coordination
– Authority
– Exchange
– Normative agreement / rational agreement



Authority I
! Acceptance on part of some people of the decisions of other people 

with regard to some ends
– Found in all political economies

! Distinctive feature of authority:  general grant of authority to do a 
range of things over time

! Types of authoritative rule
– Authority to

» Issue commands
» Do things others cannot do

– General vs particular action
– Institutional vs personal
– Broad vs narrow scope



Authority II
! Sources of authority

– Consensual authority
» Types of consent

! Explicit: people have, by means of a collective decisions, vested authority in 
some institution or person 

! Implicit, tacit or standing consent: most people in an ongoing form of 
political and social life accept the authority of some institution or person while 
recognizing, in most cases, that they have the right to withdraw their 
acceptance or constitute a new authority

» Grounds for consent
! Normative authority
! Instrumental authority: 

– prospective
– retrospective

! Deferential



Authority III
– Authority in exchange: those who grant authority do so in return 

for some benefit of those in authority
– Authority based upon collective weakness: those who grant 

authority do so because they believe that 
» Some authority is necessary to attain common and individual goods
» It is impossible to constitute an alternative to an ongoing authority 

because of  four mutually reinforcing organizational weaknesses
! Leadership failures
! Communication failures



Authority IV
! Alternative / imagination failures: 
! Resource failures: 

– monetary
– people
– organizational 

! Collective action problem
! Problem of consumer vs producer groups

– Coercive Authority



Collective Action Problem I
! Individuals will not do their share to attain some common 

good
– May share in benefit without paying cost in terms of money or 

effort
! An individual’s own contribution will not make or break 

success of organization
! Individuals will not do own share because they can 

receive the benefits without making and contribution and 
they
– Are unjust and do not want to pay fair share of costs or take on 

fair share of risks



Collective Action Problem II
– Do not trust others to do their fair share and thus do not expect 

collective efforts to be successful

! Collective action problem overcome through
– Selective incentives
– Sponsorship

» government
» interest groups

– Civic virtue
» Knowledge of what common good requires
» Acceptance of responsibility to do one’s share
» Trust that others will do their share



Authority V
! Advantages of authority: 

– Near zero marginal cost of using authority
– Authority can be granted in advance of need for it
– Often inexpensive to extend authority to cover new range of acts 

and situations
! Extended and oblique authority

– Oblique vs direct authority
» Instead of directly ordering people to engage in certain actions or 

adopt certain policies, authority is used to change the costs and 
benefits of their actions so as to encourage them to act in these ways

! Authority is partly hidden



Authority VI
– Extended authority

» Authority granted in one area is used to gain authority or to influence 
another area

! Bureaucracy and authority
– Authority over a large number of people or over many areas of life 

usually carried out in a bureaucratic form
» Specialization of tasks

! Problem: narrow focus on tasks rather than ends
» Rule bound and thus limits on arbitrary individual authority

! Problem: lack of flexibility



Authority VII
» Main task of executives is the coordination of tasks

! Problem: less attention to stimulating and encouraging 
unique talents

» Stable structure of sub-authority and assignments
! Problem: organization limited in problems it can deal with
! Problem: organization becomes an end in itself

! Mutual adjustment among authorities



Markets I
! Buying and selling of goods, services, labor, natural 

resources, capital
– Money medium of exchange

! Simple market system: each person has some natural 
resources, labor and / or capital and exchanges goods and 
services for money
– No exchange of labor for a wage or means of production for 

money



Markets II
! Complex market system

– Business enterprise or firm
» Production of many people organized
» Variety of ways to do this

! Purchase capital goods and services
! Putting out system
! Piece work
! Payment to accept authority

– Distinction between labor power / time vs labor
– Labor productivity (working smarter) vs business 

productivity (working harder)



Markets III
» Forms of employment relationships

! Spot employment
! Future conditional employment
! Long term employment

– Points of entry
– Ranks
– Benefits of seniority
– Wages vary from one industry to another for same jobs

– Three markets
» Consumer goods
» Labor
» Capital goods



Markets IV: Efficiency Prices
! Markets clear

– All productive resources are in use
– Demand and supply for goods are in balance: same number of 

buyers as sellers
– Costs of producing good in balance relative to the cost of 

producing other goods
» too high: can be produced at lower cost in terms of productive 

resources
» too low: cannot be produced at this cost



Markets V: Efficiency Prices
! Efficiency prices presupposes perfect competition

– Perfect information about quality and costs of goods and services 
and productive resources

– Large numbers of sellers or business enterprises firms
– Easy entry and exit
– Outputs of business enterprises are undifferentiated

! Under conditions of perfect competition no seller can 
control prices



Markets VI: Monopoly
! Costs of Monopoly and Oligopoly

– Lower level of production and higher prices for some goods

! Benefits of Monopoly and Oligopoly
– Higher profits provide funds for riskier investments, particularly in 

products and processes that are difficult to patent
– Higher profits provide incentives for investment of time and 

money in risky endeavors, such as new and untried products and 
processes 

– The process of “creative destruction” and competition insures that 
in the long term monopoly profits will decline unless continued 
risky investment takes place



Markets VII: Limits of Markets
! Public goods

– Pure public goods cannot be provided without government action 
due to the collective action problem

– Individual goods with public benefits greater than benefits received 
by individuals who pay for these goods

! Externalities: costs of production that fall on the public at 
large

! Lack of knowledge about the benefits of certain goods



Markets VIII: Limits of Markets
! Inequality

– Common provision (the social safety net, social insurance_ 
protects everyone against bad luck where equitable or efficient 
private insurance is impossible to create

» Lack of parents
» Disability
» Health problems
» Lack of support in old age



Markets IX: Limits of Markets
– Fair equality of opportunity provides an equal chance for those 

with the same natural talents and ambitions
» And insures that ambitions are not stifled by bad social and 

economic circumstances
– Equality beyond common provision and fair equality of 

opportunity



Normative Coordination and 
Rational Deliberation I 

! Important role of normative agreement in all economic 
systems
– Normative coordination can be effective in

» Guiding individual decisions
» Guiding decisions about public polices

– Normative coordination can coordinate politico-economic 
relationships

» Typically found in simpler political economies with a more 
minimal division of labor and relatively unchanging forms of 
economic life

» Difficult in a more complicated economy



Normative Coordination and 
Rational Deliberation II

– Presupposed by other forms of politico-economic coordination
» Authority

! Normative agreement supports consensual authority
» Exchanges

! Basic rule of exchange: voluntary
! Rules against restraint of trade and monopoly

» Normative constraints intertwined in other ways with authority 
and exchange

» Normative forms of politico-economic coordination have 
become less important in modern life than in (much of) the 
past
! Do market relationships increase our freedom?



Normative Coordination and 
Rational Deliberation III

! Grounds of normative agreement
– Traditional
– Rational



Inequality and Deliberation I
! Types of inequality with regard to deliberation

– Inequality in the capacity for persuasion
» Restrictions on civil liberty
» Inequality in the resources available or necessary for making 

views known to others
! Forms of government
! Structure of media industries
! Extent and ideological content of advertising
! Geographic patterns of work and home

» Persuasive ability



Inequality and Deliberation II
» Openness of the audience to a variety of views

! Education
! Diversity of populations
! Inequality of authority and market
! Government structures and capacity of those with unusual 

or unpopular ideas to become government officials
» Influence of other forms of coordination on equality in the 

capacity for persuasion
! Market inequality and inequality of political resources
! Inequality of authority and influence of political officials



Inequality and Deliberation III
– Permeability of positions of deliberative influence

» Formal equality of opportunity
» Fair equality of opportunity

! Extent of consensus required to make binding normative 
decisions
– Rational form of decision making is democratic discussion and 

debate
» Formal / Procedural conception of rationality

– Impossibility of requiring consensus
» Decisionistic imperative
» Difficulty of achieving consensus



Inequality and Political Authority I
– Majority rule necessary under some but not all circumstances

» Not required because of substantive conceptions of rationality

! Extent of authority
! Centralization of authority
! Permeability of authority

» Formal equality of opportunity
» Fair equality of opportunity



Inequality and Political Authority II
! Independence of government officials from control: 

elitism vs populism
! Equality of control over authority limited by

– Constitutional arrangements
– Political resources: money, organization, people
– Importance of other forms of coordination

» Market inequality and inequality of resources
» Market inequality and extent to authority



Inequality and Political Authority III
! Normative coordination and rational deliberation: 

inequality of government officials



Inequality and Exchange I
! Economic Formal Equality of Opportunity 
! Economic Fair Equality of Opportunity: 

– Extent to which different people with the same natural talents and 
ambitions are able to attain the same level of economic well being 

– The US probably has a fairly high level of economic fair equality 
of opportunity although 



Inequality and Exchange II
! Economic Equality

– Equality of income and wealth
– The US has a relatively low level of economic equality among the 

liberal democracies
– Possible sources of inequality of income

» Differences in natural talents
» Differences in ambition and willingness to work hard



Inequality and Exchange III
» Differences in quality and quantity of training and education
» Rents due to scarcity and market imperfection

! of product produced by business enterprises 
! of own skills: how much more paid than what is required 
! to get certain level of output

» Inequality of family circumstances which leads to
! Differences in inheritance of wealth
! Differences in training and education (especially, 

perhaps, very early education)



Markets and Micro-Justice I
! Desert vs Entitlement to income

– Desert: Political and economic institutions should be arranged to 
insure that people get the income and other goods they deserve. 
People deserve some income because of one of the following:

» Their characteristics
» An activity they have engaged in
» A situation they find themselves in
» A contribution they have made to the common good



Markets and Micro-Justice II
– Entitlement: People are entitled to the income they receive from 

their activity within some morally justified political and economic 
institutions

! People are entitled to, but largely do not deserve the 
income and other goods people receive in market 
relationships (in a largely market political economy)
– We have no agreed standards of who is deserving because this 

would presuppose some agreement about individual and common 
goods

– People can gain high or low incomes for many reasons other than 
those factors that, on some views, might make them deserving



Markets and Micro-Justice III
! In large, market economies, governments should not try to 

insure that each economic transaction or everyone’s 
income is in accord with some desert based standard of 
justice 
– We cannot easily separate out the impact on income of factors that 

might make for desert (hard work, risk, foresight, natural talent?) 
have and those that do not (being in the right place at the right, 
have a talent that is in demand) 

– We have no agreed standards of desert or the good 



Markets and Micro-Justice IV
– The necessary level of government control would market 

relationships and the attempt to keep prices close to efficiency 
prices 

» Thus in a market economy we see higher levels of economic 
growth at the expense of a desert-based justice



Markets and Micro-Justice V
! Governments seeking distributive justice may adopt public 

policies to change the broad pattern of economic returns. 
– For example

» Provide benefits which help people increase their economic 
returns (education and training)

» Provide money or some particular good (eg, housing or 
medical care

– These programs insure that certain people have the opportunity to 
become entitled goods in market relationships or entitle people to 
receive certain goods

– They are not concerned with desert or most particular cases



Markets and Micro-Justice VI
! Thus governments should generally not compensate 

people for government policies that reduce their income or 
other goods
– In a market economy, the specific economic returns (wages, 

profits) to our economic decisions (including investments in 
education and capital goods) are almost always determined in part 
by the actions of other people and the government

» Almost all actions the government takes to provide some 
common good or avoid some common evil effects the 
individual good of different people

» As do all of the actions of business enterprises, consumers and 
workers in a market economy



Markets and Micro-Justice VII
– Compensation is contrary to justice in a market economy
– Compensation undermines market signals and efficiency

» People should take possible new government policies into 
account when making investments

» If people knew they would be compensated for changes in 
government policy, they would make take this into account in 
making investments leading them to make riskier investments

– It is impossible to trace all of the consequences of government 
action or estimate costs



Markets and Micro-Justice VIII
! Equity might lead governments to adopt ad hoc policies 

that focus on particular deserving individuals
– Compensation might be justified for when

» Costs placed on some people are extreme
! If government action so reduces the value of an 

investment as to, in effect, constitute a taking of that 
investment

» People had good reason to expect that government policy  
would not change in this way



Government Control of 
Externalities I

! Governments should try to reduce externalities that are 
common bads or evils
– Bads are public or common  bads: all individuals (in a certain 

area) receive them
– Individuals have no individual or market means of reducing bads 

because of the 
» Nature of the bad
» Rights of individuals
» Collective weakness in the absence of government



Government Control of 
Externalities II

! The costs of reducing external bads 
– Should not be greater than costs of the bads themselves
– Should not undermine distributive justice
– Should be paid for, in so far as is possible, by the group of people 

who suffer from the external bads



Authoritative Planning Systems
! Authoritative direction by the government replaces market

relationships between business enterprises;
! Three types of such systems

– Authoritative planning without market relationships
– Authoritative planning with computed prices
– Authoritative planning with market relationships: goods and

services and labor are allocated by the market but allocation of the
means of production is carried out by the government;



Market Systems I
! The means of production, goods and services and labor are

allocated by market relationships; different market systems
vary in two respects

! Who is the purchaser of good and services
– Consumer sovereignty systems: consumers buy goods directly

from business enterprises
– Planner sovereignty systems: the government buys goods from

business enterprises for common use or for distribution to
individuals

» Common use: the government builds a bridge by buying the
services of a contractor

» Individual use: the government buys food and then distributes
it to the poor



Market Systems II
! Who has ownership and control over business enterprises

(and thus the means of production)
– Private ownership and control: capitalism
– Social ownership and control:

» Worker's Control
» Consumer's Cooperatives

– Government ownership and control: nationalized business
enterprises

» Government ownership of business in a market system differs
from government ownership in authoritative system



The Public Sector in Market
Systems I

! Authoritative planning sector
– Government production (with markets for labor): public services

! Market sector
– Government owned business enterprises

! Authoritative planning of market sector
– Direct government regulation: rules and practices which private

enterprises must follow
» Protective
» Competitive

– Indirect government regulation: incentives and disincentives
through the tax system



The Public Sector in Market 
Systems I I

! Government subsidies of business 
» Loans and loan guarantees
» Price supports
» Rights to public property
» Marketing arrangements

! Transfer payments 
! Government administration of the aggregate state of the economy: The

levels of
» unemployment
» inflation
» investment 
» economic growth: total sum of economic activity  
» productivity 



The Business Cycle I 
! Tendency of the economy to move from from recession 

and economic decline to growth (and possibly inflation) 
and back

! Variation due to changes in
– Rise in Consumption / Decline in Saving 

» Decline in consumer confidence 
– Business Investment

» Decline in business confidence
– Government 

» Spending
» Money supply



The Business Cycle II
! Costs of recession

– Lost goods
– Future growth

» Lost capital goods
» Lower levels of investment in capital goods and human capital

– Human costs of unemployment

! Benefits of recession?
– Spur to efficiency?



Fiscal policy I
! The use of government budgetary policy to effect the

economy
! An increase in government deficits:

– Increases the total level of consumption in the society either
through

» Increasing government spending, that is, government
consumption

» Cutting taxes and thus increasing the spending of individuals ,
that is, consumption

– An increase in consumption stimulates the economy (pump
priming): as more goods and services are bought



Fiscal Policy II
– If government deficits are too great

» Spending/ consumption increases up to the capacity of the
economy to produce goods

» Since the economy can no longer produce more goods prices
rise: too much money is chasing too few goods

» Interest rates (the price of borrowing money) rise:
! Businesses seek to borrow more so as to invest more: the

demand for borrowing money increases
! Government deficit spending requires that the government

borrow money, thus the demand for borrowing money increases
further

! If interest rates rise too far: investment begins to decline and the
level of the gross national product and economic growth may
begin to decline



Fiscal Policy III
! A decrease in the government deficits or a government

surplus
– Decreases the total level of consumption in the society either

through
» Decreasing government spending, that is, government

consumption
» Raising taxes and thus increasing individual's spending, that

is, consumption



Fiscal Policy IV
– A decrease in consumption represses the economy as fewer goods

and services are bought
» Unemployment increases
» The total level of the gross national product declines
» Investment decreases since businesses have excess productive

capacity, this further decreases total spending/consumption
(since businesses buy capital goods in order to invest)

» Economic growth declines
! If government deficits are too small or government  surpluses are too 

great: spending/ consumption declines to  such an extent that a 
recession results



Monetary policy I
! Federal reserve banks control over the supply  of money and credit
! Through various instruments, the federal reserve exercises  an 

independent control over the supply of money and the  interest rate
! When the money supply is increased, interest rates decline  because 

more money is available for borrowing
» Business investment (which is a type of consumption)  increases
» Which leads to

! Lower unemployment
! Higher level of gross national product
! Economic growth

! If the money supply is increased too far, inflation  results



Monetary policy II
! When the money supply is decreased, interest rates 

increase  because less money is available for borrowing
– Business investment (which is a type of consumption)  decreases
– Which leads to

» Higher unemployment
» Lower level of gross national product
» Less economic growth or economic decline

! Relationship between output (T), prices (P), money supply 
(M) and velocity of money (V)
– MV=PT
– Velocity is roughly the rate of  turnover of money



Deficits I
! From the point of view of economic management of the

business cycle there is nothing inherently good or bad
about deficits: it just depends upon the circumstances

! Deficits: Other Issues
– Deficits are useful because

» A part of government deficits pay for
! Goods 

– to be used over a long term 
– are investments that lead to greater output in the future

! It is fair to ask future generations to pay for part of these 
goods



Deficits II
– Deficits are problematic becaise

» Deficits at high levels of output reduces funds available for both
private and public investment which leads to lower economic growth
over the long term]
! Private investment is lower because of higher interest rates
! Public investment is lower because of the next problem

» Funding government spending may become difficult over time
! If deficits are too high, eventually payments of principle and 

interest will take a much larger share of government spending
! Social Security will require large surpluses to pay for the 

retirment of the baby boom generation. Surpluses in the system 
collected today are being used to buy federal bonds

– This reduces the yearly deficit
– Without reducing the long term obligations of the government to 

redeem debt



Deficits III
– The negative long term impact of deficits have been reduced 

because of the willingness of foreigners to lend the US 
government and US businesses money

» This may come to an end at some point
» Dependence on foreign capital is an important source of our 

trade deficit



Types of Unemployment
! Frictional

– There is a suitable job for everyone, but it takes time for
employers and employees to find each other

! Structural
– There is a job for everyone, but the skills, occupations and

regional location of employees does not match the needs of
employers

! Cyclical
– There are not enough jobs for everyone who would like one

! Real Wage
– There are people who will only work at jobs that pay them more

than their skills or occupation command on the market



Policy Consequences of 
Keynesianism 

! Manage economy to achieve balance between inflation and
unemployment
– Inflation begins to rise before full employment is reached (see below)
– So rather than a break point at which inflation begins, Keynesians came to

expect a tradeoff between inflation and unemployment
» At different levels of economic activity, different balance between

unemployment and inflation
» Phillips curve

! Since costs of expected and stable inflation are fairly minimal while
the costs of unemployment are great, most Keynesians were willing to
accept higher levels of inflation to reduce employment



Problems of Inflation I
! Steady inflation is not really a serious problem

– Minor inefficiencies due to frequent trips to the bank
– Over-taxation where taxes are not indexed (e.g. for interest

payments)
– Low inflation can lead to higher and variable

! Variable inflation
– Redistribution in possibly unfair ways

» Debtors (the poor) are benefited, creditors (the rich) hurt
» Homeowners with low rate or paid off mortgages are benefited



Problems of Inflation II
– Inefficiencies

» Long term contracting becomes more difficult
» Relative prices are hard to measure; Thus markets do not

function as well as they should
– Reductions in growth

» Entrepreneurial effort goes to adjusting to inflation
» Savings money flows into gold, houses, art rather than

business enterprises and capital goods



Monetarism vs Keynesianism:
Three Debates

! How discretionary should government policy be?
! The relative importance of fiscal and monetary policy
! Is unemployment a problem that governments should or

can ameliorate?



Discretionary Policy I
! Keynesians

– Typically argued for government discretion in pursuing full
employment

– Hoped to very much reduce periods of inflation and recession
! Monetarists

– Have argued that governments cannot fine tune the economy
because of

» Long and variable lags in fiscal policy
» Long and variable lags in the effect of government policy



Discretionary Policy II
– Milton Friedman argued for monetary policy to focus on keeping

the money supply growing at a stable rate
» This does not eliminate government efforts to minimize

recessions and inflationary periods but calls for the
governments not to go to far in doing this and to be guided by
an automatic pilot

» This has proved to be very difficult because of changes in the
velocity of money (see below)

– Rational expectation theorists argue that government management
of the economy is impossible (see below)

– Keynesians have come to accept the notion that fine tuning is
impossible



The relative importance of fiscal
and monetary policy

! Monetarists argue that monetary policy is
– Much more important than fiscal policy
– Much easier to control than fiscal policy

! Keynesians
– Have come to accept that monetary policy is very important and

perhaps more important than fiscal policy
– Insist on the independent importance of fiscal policy



How Are Recessions and
Depressions Possible?

! If demand for goods declines, why do businesses and
workers not respond by reducing prices and wages?
– If prices fall, then

» Consumers and businesses will be able to buy more goods
because the value of their wages and savings will increase

» Consumers and business which would like to save a certain
amount (in real terms) will be able to do so as the value of the
holdings will increase



How Are Recessions and 
Depressions Possible II?

– Of course, demand might continue to fall as wages decline
» But if prices fall at the same time, eventually consumers will

be able to afford goods especially since they do not want to
consumer all of their income and the value of their savings
will have increased

! This pre-Keynesians argument has been revived by
conservative critics of Keynes who reject an active role for
government policy in managing the economy



Monetarism & Unemployment I
! Fundamental assumption of monetarism is that wages are

flexible in the short and medium run
– The problem with this assumption has always been that it leads to

the conclusion that cyclical unemployment and recessions should
not occur or not last long

» The critics of monetarism claim that the existence of cyclical
unemployment shows us that wages are not flexible



Monetarism & Unemployment II
! Monetarists claim that there is much less cyclical unemployment than

is suggested by official statistics
– Officials statistics count people as unemployed if they do not have and

are looking for jobs
– But monetarists argue that many people in this circumstance could find a

job if they were willing to take wages lower than that minimally
acceptable to them—their reservation wage

» People cannot find work at wages higher than their reservation wage
because they cannot contribute enough to the productivity of the
businesses from which they are seeking jobs

» Such unemployment is, for monetarists, voluntary
» People who are voluntarily unemployed may be skilled or unskilled,

have any occupation or any previous income level



Monetarism & Unemployment III
– Real wage vs structural unemployment 

» Availability of jobs
! Real wage unemployment: employers do want to hire 

people with certain skills, occupations or living in certain 
areas but they do not want to pay them the reservation 
wage of these people

! Structural unemployment: employers do not want to hire 
people with certain skills, occupations or living in certain 
areas at all

» Many monetarist would argue that most structural 
unemployment is real wage unemployment because, if people 
are willing to accept low enough wages or move, they can 
always find some job; 



Monetarism & Unemployment IV
! Why do people have a reservation wage? Why do they insist on

receiving higher wages than is justified by their productivity?
– Misinformation: People believe that they will be able to soon find a job at

their reservation wage because they believe their unemployment is
frictional or cyclical

– Benefits of working at less than the reservation wage are less than the
costs of working

» Voluntarily unemployed presumably have other sources of income that allow
them to live without working

! Savings
! Income of spouse or relative
! Government

– Social security
– Welfare, food stamps, medicaid
– Unemployment insurance



Monetarism & Unemployment V
» Voluntarily unemployed may face (or believe they face) costs of

working that are less than the benefits
! Jobs unpleasant
! Getting to work

– Transportation
! Loss of government benefits (see above)

! Changes in Amount of Real Wage Unemployment 
– Government policy prevents people from working for at a wage rate

justified by their productivity
» Minimum wage
» Prevailing wage laws in government contracting

– Government policies that provide alternative sources of income (see
above)



Monetarism & Unemployment VI
– Power of unions to

» Raise wages faster than productivity
» Create insider-outsider disparity

– Structural impediments to worker finding jobs paying more than their
reservation wage

» For those with skills or occupations no longer needed or living in
economically depressed areas
! This is worse as the pace of technical and organization change

increases
» For with few skills and living in underclass areas

! Lack expectation of economic advance and motivation
! Lack skills
! Often have other pathologies



Monetarism & Unemployment VII
– Demographics: young, inexperience workers suffer from real wage

unemployment
– Government policies to overcome structural impediments

» Education and training
» Relocation
» Wage supplements dependent upon education, training or work

– Wage-Price Rigidity
! Natural rate of unemployment: rate at which all unemployment is

voluntary and inflation is stable
! Why we can't reduce natural rate of unemployment through monetary

and fiscal policy
– Fiscal or monetary policy is used to reduce unemployment

» Fiscal or monetary stimulus leads to greater demand for consumption
and investment



Monetarism &Unemployment VIII
– To meet this demand Businesses hire workers

» But since unemployment is voluntary, the only way to reduce it is to
pay workers more than their reservation wage

» Business will do this on the assumption that the increase in demand is
not general but a relative rise in demand for their own product, which
would allow them to raise prices and thus pay previously voluntarily
unemployed workers their reservation wage

– But soon prices of all goods and services rise because aggregate demand
has risen

» With higher costs as well as prices, businesses cannot afford to pay
workers more than their productivity
! Businesses begin to lay off these workers



Monetarism &Unemployment  IX
» With prices rising, the wages paid to previously voluntarily

unemployed people is reduced in real terms
! Business cannot increase wages in real terms
! Previously voluntarily unemployed people quit their jobs

– So unemployment falls back to natural rate but inflation is now higher
» Nominal prices and wages continue to go up at new pace



Problems with Monetarism &
Unemployment I

! Monetarist explanations of the high rates of
unemployment are implausible
– The notion that most unemployment is voluntary is highly 

implausible 
» Most of those unemployed were laid off. 
» Thus they were willing to work at prevailing wage rates and 

their productivity has not declined. 
» So how can we call this unemployment voluntary? 



Problems with Monetarism & 
Unemployment II

– Can union demands for wage increases higher than productivity 
increases explain unemployment?

» Less than 20% of workers are unionized 
» If workers cannot find union jobs because unions keep wages 

to high, then they should look for jobs in the non-union sector, 
depressing wages there 

» No explanation of why are unions self-defeating
– Can the minimum wage explain unemployment? Probably not

» It is too low and has been declining due to inflation
» It is not enforced



Problems with Monetarism 
&Unemployment III

– Can government subsidies for non-workers and the unemployed 
(E.g. welfare and unemployment insurance) explain 
unemployment?

» If the only unemployed workers were those who are less 
productive and could not do better by being employed in a 
minimum wage job than from receiving welfare

» But workers with higher productivity are unemployed
! And sometimes move down the food chain, taking jobs 

from less productive workers 
! This should not occur, from a monetarist standpoint



Problems with Monetarism & 
Unemployment IV

! Monetarism offers a problematic explanation of the
cyclical increases or decreases in economic activity and
unemployment
– Their explanation of recessions is the lack of understanding about

whether a downturn in demand is industry specific or general is
implausible

» There is too much economic reporting about the general state 
of the economy 

– Recessions last far too long. Monetarism can't explain why market 
results do not change the views of workers about their own 
productivity and the wages they can expect to receive, thus 
quickly reducing unemployment



Problems with Monetarism 
&Unemployment V

! Monetarism offers an implausible explanation of the
apparent tradeoff between inflation and unemployment
– There is strong evidence that the Phillips curve did not hold in the

70s and 80s
– But there were other reasons for inflation besides cyclical changes

» Oil prices shocks
» Agricultural price increases due to bad harvest here



Size and Scope of Business
Enterprises I

! Business enterprises use authority relationships to produce
goods and services for consumers by
– Vertical integration of many business enterprises

» Do market research
» Design final products
» Design intermediate products
» Produce intermediate products
» Produce final products
» Market products
» Sell products at wholesale or retail level



Size and Scope of Business 
Enterprises II

– Business enterprises often produce their own business services in
whole or part (functional specialization)

» Manage their own organizational structure
» Manage their own human services for employees (insurance,

pensions)
» Provide their own legal advice
» Maintain and clean their own buildings and grounds
» Provide their own computer services including installation and

repair of computers and training of users
» Maintain their own office supply stores
» Run their own food services for employees
» Run their own travel departments for business travel



Size and Scope of Business 
Enterprises III

– Horizontal integration
» In related areas: spread management field specific resources
» In unrelated areas: conglomerates

! Alternative is for much smaller business enterprises to use market
relationships
– Engage in only one stage in the process of creating products for sale to

consumers. This is frequently but not always found in
» Intermediate products
» Sales

! Wholesale
! Retail

– Contract out business services
– Spot employment and future conditional employment



Enterprises vs Contract I
! Contract enforcement costly and difficult

– Monitoring
– Investigation of source of problems
– Legal remedies

! Stability of producers of goods and services / workers
– Teamwork
– Job-specific learning



Enterprises vs Contract II
! Impossibility of drawing up a contract specifying what

contract employees should do because of the need for
frequent changes and adjustments in their activities
– Needs for labor change
– Interdependence of stages and functions of production: changes in

one area lead to changes in another

! Insure inexpensive and timely availability of goods or
services
– Particularly where there are few alternate suppliers



Enterprises vs Contract III
– Even if goods or services are available, businesses seek to avoid

rents won by monopoly or oligopoly
» Opportunism on part of suppliers or labor in times of great

tight markets
– These are areas in which businesses have particular interest in 

Incorporating others business enterprises or workers into the firm 
» De-skilling to undermine bargaining power of workers



Contract vs Enterprise I
! Limited ability to direct employees

– Lack of knowledge of how to produce goods and services
– Limited attention on part of heads of business enterprise

! Costs of some goods and services are spread to many
buyers
– Returns to scale and fixed costs of production
– Costs of research and development of new good or services
– Costs of research and development in new processes of production



Contract vs Enterprise II
! Limited supply of hi-quality good and service
! Start up costs

– Costs of capital



Conventional View of Labor
Markets I

! Important characteristics of the labor market that should
not exist under conventional market assumptions
– Points of entry

» Main position at which workers are hired
» Unwillingness to accept lower bids from unemployed workers

at higher levels
» Higher level points of entry usually result of enterprise doing

outside hiring
– Long term contracts



Conventional View of Labor 
Markets II

– Inflexible wages
» Cut labor costs during recessions by layoffs rather than

reducing salaries
» Ranks and seniority, not productivity, partly determine wages

and benefits
– Wages vary from one industry to another for same jobs



Conventional View of Labor 
Markets III

! Conventional market assumptions and labor markets
– There are no scale economies or diseconomies so workers are paid

their marginal product
– Skills are acquired in the education and training market and sold in

the labor market
– The productivity of each worker is known and fixed

» This allows enterprise to adjust wages to the productivity of
each worker

– Each individual worker's happiness depends solely upon his own
wage

– Total output is simply the summation of individual output



New View of Labor Markets I
! There are scale economies and diseconomies

– A 1% increase in labor input leads to more than a1% increase in output 
– There is the opportunity for labor-management struggle over apportioning 

the extra amount 
! Skills 

– Most skills are acquired in the process of production
» Skills are job specific
» Realism necessary in (advanced) training is only available to those 

actually producing some good
» On the job training only teachers workers what they need to know
» Goods and services produce in training can be sold to lower the costs 

of training



New View of Labor Markets II
– Skills are not the basis upon which people get (all but entry level) 

jobs  
» To gain job is to gain access not only to wage but also to 

training and future jobs which are distributed by
! Seniority
! Merit in previous jobs

» It is difficult to gain training for many jobs
! People are trained when job openings exist 



New View of Labor Markets III
– Business enterprises must focus not on hiring trained workers but on 

creating jobs structures that are conducive to the training necessary to 
create efficient workers

» Workers must be encouraged (or at least not discouraged) from 
training new workers 
! Thus job competition limited to entry level jobs
! Seniority plays a major role in hiring and firing and in 

promotions
» Workers must be encouraged to learn new skills and accept new 

technologies
! If new technologies undermine the value of their skills, workers 

have an incentive to sabotage them
! Workers are more likely to accept new technologies if they 

know that 



New View of Labor Markets IV
! The productivity of each worker varies as workers can work more or

less intensely and intelligently
– Depending upon morale, civic virtue

» Working hard
» Teamwork: working in a way that helps other workers produce the

most
– Monitoring the productivity of individual workers is difficult and costly

» Surveillance is often difficult
» Production is usually the result of teamwork and it is hard to tell who

is and who is not pulling their weight
» Punishing workers for shirking is difficult

! Reducing wages can lower productivity
! Firing workers already trained wastes efforts of training



New View of Labor Markets V
– Efficient production requires business enterprises to

» Win the cooperation of their workers
» Increase the cost of losing their jobs

! Workers may thus be paid wages higher than those that
would clear the market

! Each individual worker's happiness is somewhat
influenced by his or her relative wages (preferences are
interdependent)
– Worker’s have a sense of what a fair distribution of wages is
– When this sense of fairness is violated, morale and output decline



New View of Labor Markets VI
! Total output is not simply the summation of individual

output
– Team productivity depends upon

» Group learning
» Willingness of workers to work together as a team

! Wages are effected by many factors and is by no means
determinate
– Wages for workers with preliminary skills in each job hierarchy

determined
» Partly by conventional skills market
» By the demand for skilled labor



New View of Labor Markets VII
– Wages for skilled workers determined by

» Wages for workers with preliminary skills
» Internal considerations in business enterprises that hire skilled

workers in similar occupations
! Encourage hard work

– Increase costs of losing job
– Take into account interdependent preferences for wages

! Distributed in part to teams of workers, not individuals
– Which is why the same jobs are paid differently in different

business enterprises (which have different levels of
economic success)



New View of Labor Markets VIII
! Determined more by the growth in productivity in

particular business enterprises than in the state of the
labor market as a whole

– Thus wages of some workers can be rising even in slack
labor markets

! Seniority, to encourage
– Training
– Openness to new technologies

! Structure of jobs determined by
– Efficient production
– Wages as determined by process above
– Vulnerability to labor action 

» De-skilling



Why Wages and Prices are Sticky I
! Oligopolies

– Can pass many costs along to consumers
– Don’t want to start price war

! Costs to changing prices
– Calculations
– New menus



Why Wages and Prices are Sticky II
! Heterogeneous goods lead sellers to be unsure about correct price

– No single market price
– Uncertainties re

» Market
» Price can get for goods

! Labor market
– Businesses try to keep wages above level that would clear labor markets
– Team productivity increases leads to increased wages even in slack labor

markets
– Seniority rules lead to unemployment rather than reduced wages during

recessions
» Unless country wide or business wide solidarity leads to flexible

wages



Pursuing Full Employment
! It is possible for an economy to be stuck with cyclical

unemployment
– Wages are sticky
– Cuts in wages may reduce purchasing power to such an extent that

further declines in employment result
! Thus government has a reason to try to attain full

employment
! But such action is limited by

– Difficulties of fine tuning
– Problems of inflation arising before full employment is reached



Why Inflation Arises Before Full
Employment is Reached I

! Shortages of raw material may arise, leading to a bidding
up in their price

! Wages are likely to increase as full employment is reached
– Labor costs of workers are not fixed in theory or practice

» Decline in productivity per hour can lead to higher wage costs
» Wage / profit share determined by bargaining conditions

– High unemployment leads to declines in productivity
» Cost of losing one’s job declines as other jobs become

available
» Thus either

! Workers in unpleasant jobs begin to slack off
! Companies must raise wages to keep cost of losing job

high enough to encourage workers



Why Inflation Arises Before Full 
Employment is Reached II

– High unemployment leads to wages increase
» Shortages of skilled labor due to

! Limits on ability of educational system to provide enough
skilled workers

! It takes time for employers to train new workers, whose
skills are learned on the job,

» The bargaining power of workers increases
! Workers can find other jobs, they find it easier to strike
! Businesses find it harder to find replacement workers
! Businesses are reluctant to take a strike during good

economic times when demand is high



Why Inflation Arises Before Full 
Employment is Reached III

– When productivity declines or wages increase, business will try to 
pass some of the costs on in the form of higher prices 

» Depending upon how sensitive demand for some good or 
service is to the price of that good or service, this is likely to 
lead to some decline in demand 

» In a competitive sector of the economy, a rise in price and 
decline in demand will lead some businesses to leave that 
sector, leaving the profit rate for the remaining businesses the 
same as it was previously 

» In a oligopolistic sector of the economy, businesses can use 
some of their unused monopoly power to maintain profit 
margins, 

! If prices increase generally, workers will try to gain further 
wages increases to keep up with inflation



Factors Making Inflation More
Likely I

! Growth of productivity is low
– At high levels of productivity growth, workers might not try to get

increases in pay equal to productivity
» Might not recognize increase in productivity

– Thus
» Greater wage demands due to high level of economic activity

can be met by productivity increase

! Inflation shocks, e.g. raw materials
– Leads to cost-push inflation as businesses and workers try to pass

costs along
– Shortages develop sooner in goods where inflation shocks occur



Factors Making Inflation More 
Likely II

! Oligopoly
– The more concentrated businesses are and the more unionized

workers are, the more likely they are to seek price and wage
increases at the expense of others in the political community

» By using previously unused monopoly power to avoid bearing
the burden of inflation shocks

! Structural changes in the economy resulting in the creation
of new jobs and destruction of old ones
– More workers are not prepared for jobs available to them
– Labor shortages develop longer before full employment is reached
– Programs to retrain workers and help them move to new areas

might this problem



Factors Making Inflation More 
Likely III

! Disincentive to offering or accepting employment
– Offering

» High minimum wage
» Taxes on wages

– Accepting
» High and long unemployment insurance
» Welfare without work



Factors Making Inflation More 
Likely IV

! Expectations
– As expectations of inflation grow, businesses and labor try to build 

prices and wage increases 
– This is made worse by

» Overlapping contracts in different businesses as opposed to 
yearly or bi-annually bargaining in most industries at the same 
time
! The “spring offensive” in Japan allows for corporatist 

coordination of wage and price increases, helping to 
insure that workers and businessmen in no industry 
believes that they are being asked to bear too much of the 
burden of reducing inflation 

» Indexing of prices, wages and government benefits



Why Inflation Has Become a More
Serious Problem Since World War II

! Political unacceptability of unemployment
– Demand management has tried to keep unemployment low
– Unwillingness to accept long period of unemployment to

» Cool off inflationary expectations
» Reduce bargaining power of labor
» Early 1980s a recent exception



Solutions to Inflation Problem I
! Slow approach to full employment to allow time for labor

force changes
– But uncertainty about and change in economy makes this difficult

! Wage-Price Controls
– Expensive to administer
– Difficult to eliminate cheating
– Distortions in economic efficiency



Solutions to Inflation Problem II
! Restraints on wage increases by means of corporatist 

bargaining
– Labor, management, business bargaining to restrain wage 

increases to level justified by productivity increases or market 
signals

» Wages allowed to rise where productivity increases 
» Solidaristic wages increases probably required as full 

employment increases wages of least skilled and (usually) 
unemployed

– Easier to accomplish with 
» Strong and centralized unions and business organizations that 

can make and keep bargains
» Egalitarian unions committed to solidarity wages

! Flexible / Share wage systems



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work I

! All workers are paid a base wage and then receive an additional amount that is
drawn from a percentage of either revenues or profits

– All workers, taken together, receive a percentage of either revenues or profits
! Flexible / Share wage systems reduce unemployment

– For each additional worker, wages per worker declines since the share of revenues
or profits received by all workers is divided among more workers to

– Thus each business always wants to hire more workers
» Similar to an oligopolistic company which always wants to sell more at

current price
! Efforts are made to entice buyers not workers: showrooms are more

attractive than work rooms
! Marketers and salesman play the most important role in a company role

not buyers and hiring agents
» Share contract will lead to demand for labor greater than the supply

! Sucks up unemployment
! Efforts to entice new workers are made



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work II

– Hypothetical example drawing on GM-UAW: Initial situation
» Fixed wage system

! Marginal revenue per hour is $24 which is the wage
! Marginal revenue is the additional revenue received from one 

more hour of work
! Average revenue per hour is $36
! This results from a  long range demand elasticity of 3: A 1% 

decline in price leads to a 3% increase in sales
– The markup coefficient is 1.5 ($36/24): Prices are set by marking 

up the marginal revenue by 1.5
– Markup coefficient equals demand elasticity divided by demand 

elasticity  -1. 
! For GM as a whole

– Total revenues are 18 million per hour (36*500,000 person hours 
of work)

– Total labor casts were 12 million per hour (24 * 500,000)
– Gross profits 6 million per hour (18-12)



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work III

» Flexible, share wage system
! Average revenue per hour is $36
! Marginal revenue per hour is $24 which is the total wage
! Base wage of $16 
! Share wage of 2/9 (22.2% )of GM average revenues per worker 
! 2/9 x $36 = $8
! Total wage of $24 per hour
! The markup coefficient is 1.5 ($36/24)
! Marginal cost of hiring an extra hour of labor is $21.33 ($16 + 2/9*$24) 
! The extra revenue brought in by the goods produced by one more 

worker is equal to $24 so the cost for additional revenue is the base 
wage plus 2/9 of $24 (rather than 2/9 of the average wage)

– So each extra worker is worth $5.33
! For GM as a whole

– Total revenues were originally 18 million per hour (36*500,000)
– Total labor casts were 12 million per hour (24 * 500,000)
– Gross profits 6 million per hour (18-12)



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work IV

» Suppose GM is hit with a 10% decline in demand
! Under the wage system

– GM cuts back production by 10% and lays off 10% of the workforce
– Total wage contract is 10.8 million (24 * 500,000 * 90%)
– Revenues decline by 10% from 18 million to 16.2 million
– Profits decline by 10% from 6 million to 5.4 million (16.2 -10.8)

! Under the share system
– Production remains the same and automobile prices are reduced by 3.5 %
– After a fall in demand of 10%, demand can be increased again with a price

decline of 3.5% because of the price elasticity of 3 is
– Revenues fall by 3.5 percent
– Each worker’s pay is cut by 27 cents per hour or 1.1%
– 24 = (16 +2/9*36)
– 23.73=(16 +2/9*96.5% of 36)
– Thus GM tries to maintain full employment
– Marginal revenue of a workers is 23.20 per hour (96.5% of $24)
– Marginal cost is 21.16 (16+2/9*23.20)
– Because the marginal revenue is greater than the marginal cost, GM

continues to want to hire more workers



Under How Flexible / Share
Wage Systems Work V

– share contract total wages = 11.85 million (23.73*500,00)
– GM workers as a group take home 9.8% more pay than

they would under a fixed wage system
– But high seniority UAW members sustain a 1.1 percent pay

cut then they would have received under a fixed wage
system since, under that system, they would not have lost
their jobs and their wages would have remained $24 per
hour

– GM revenues decline by 3.5% from 18 to 17.4 million
– GM profits decline by 3.5% to 5.535 (17.4 gross revenues

under initial situation -11.85 wages)
– Over time GM loses workers who can get $24 an hour

elsewhere
– Production, revenues and profits ultimately decline by 10%
– But slowly, over time
– Wages of workers remain at market level



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work VI

! Disequlibrium hits both systems
– Fixed Wage
– Wages remain the same, unemployment varies
– Share Wage
– Employment remains the same, wages vary
– In equilibrium, both systems ultimately wind up the same

place
– But share system
– Keeps employment high
– Production high

! If demand declines for all businesses by 10%
– All wages and prices decline
– Which means that none does in real terms, and equilibrium

is restored with lower prices



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work VII

! Share wage system helps control inflation
– Given that full employment is generally maintained under a share

wage system, a government can use monetary policy to reduce
inflation

– Wage increases greater than productivity do not lead to higher
prices: Suppose workers force base wage increase by a dollar to
$25 (equivalent to increase in proportion of revenues to ¼)

» Under wage contract
! GM raises prices, reduces output and lays off workers

– Since wages increased by 4.2%, prices increased by same
amount

– Output declines by 12.6%
– Revenue per worker is (36+(4.2% of 36)=37.50
– Marginal revenue per worker is $25

! GM can’t reduce wages so it must reduce output and
layoff workers



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work VIII

– Under share contract
» Base wage increases from $16 to $17 and total wage from $24 to $25
» GM can reduce wages by hiring more workers since its wage rate ($25) is

higher than the market wage ($24)
» New workers continue to join GM until the revenue per worker has eventually

declined by 12.5% from $36 to $31.50
» At this point pay is restored to $24 per workers

! ($17 + 2/9 *31.50)
» But now revenue per workers has been lowered by $4.50 which implies same

12.5% decline in marginal revenue to $21 per worker hour
» GM not in profit maximizing position since

! Pay is $24 per hour
! Marginal revenue is $21 per hour

» Although GM is still profitable at average revenue of $31.5
» So GM will try to reduce wage by bargaining harder with workers

! Better, perhaps, if it does so for long term efficiency
! But, either way, GM prices do not rise



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work IX

– Increases in prices of raw materials or capital goods do not lead to
higher prices

» Conceptually the same as an increase in the wage of labor
» Increase in the cost of raw materials leads to a decline in total

revenues
! Assume raw materials or capital goods are used in same

proportion as labor
! Assume materials costs were negligible before increase in

their prices
– Nothing of substance would change if we adjusted the

example to make it more realistic
! Assume price of raw material or labor leads to a $.50

increase in the costs of producing per hourly worker



How Flexible / Share Wage 
Systems Work X

» Under wage contract
! Costs rise by 2.1%, ($.50 = 2.1% of $24) thus prices must 

rise by 2.1% 
! Because of the demand elasticity of 3, output and 

employment declines by 6.3%
! Total wages decline 6.3% from $12 million to 11.24 

million (93.7% of 24 * 500,000)
! Revenues decline by 4% from $18 million to $17.22 

million
! Average revenue per worker increases by 2.1% from $36 

to $36.76 
– But workers decline by 6.3% from 500,000 to 468,500 
– So total revenue equals (468,500*36.756) =  $17,220,186

! Profits decline slightly from 6 million to 5.98 million 
(17.22 -11.24)



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work XI

» Under the share system
! Businesses have no incentive to cut production or raise

prices
– Marginal revenue of an additional worker remains the

same, $24
– Marginal cost of hiring an extra hour of labor has increased

by .50 per hour, because GM must spend an additional .50
for the raw materials or capital goods used by each worker
(Remember we are assuming that materials costs were
negligible before the price increase)

– This is $21.83 ($16 + $.50+ 2/9*$24)
– Since the marginal revenue is greater than the marginal

cost, GM will not increase price or reduce production
– But its profits will decline by 2.1% per hour



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work XII

! Eventually the price of GM products will have to rise by 2.1% and
output will decline by 6.3%. This could occur in a number of ways

– To cover the additional costs of materials and restore profits, GM will try to
reduce average wages of workers by some amount up to 2.1% or $.50 per
hour (2.1% of $24 =$.50).

– But GM will recognize that ultimately, if it reduces wages of workers, then
workers will leave and output will decline

– If it reduces base wages too far (by, say $.50 an hour, so many workers will
leave that it will be forced to reduce output and raise prices so drastically
that its profits will be reduced because, with a elasticity of 3 increases in
prices do not fully make up for a decline in the output as a 1% decline in
output leads to a 3 decline in prices

– To prevent this from happening, GM would be forced to raise the base wage
– If they try to reduce base wage from $16 to 15.50 wages are reduced below

the market wage of $24. Workers will leave until average revenue per
worker increases by 6.3% to $38.25 and average wage equals 15.50 +
(2/9*$38.25)=$24

– This would lead to a cutback in production of 18% and a drastic decline in
GM profits

– So they will raise the base wage



How Flexible / Share Wage
Systems Work XIII

– GM most profitable position is the same one as found under
the wage system: a 2.1% increase in prices and a 6.3%
decline in output

– It reaches this position gradually, however
– And no workers are unemployed since they leave because

their wages are reduced



Difficulties in Beginning Share
System: Free rider problem

! If only one firm adopts share contract
– No real benefits in terms of unemployment and inflation
– Workers in that firm face uncertainty
– Senior workers will do much worse, since wages will change

» Both problems are largely eliminated if share wage reduces
cyclical changes

! Any one firm might find advantages in being a straight
wage rather than share wage firm
– Workers will not lose, since if other firms pay a wage contract ,

then there will be no unemployment
– But

» Workers will gain from having more certainty
» Business might thus be able to pay lower wages



How to Begin a Share System
! Tax reduction for share wages (as opposed to base wages)
! Why justified?

– Share wages reduces costs to everyone of unemployment and
unused economic resources



Keynesians Vs Monetarists I
! Differences not obvious

– Both
» Accept need to manage economy to some extent
» Seek full employment without inflation

! Differences over collective action
– Do things work out for the best without collective action:

Keynesians say often no; Monetarists say usually yes
– Should we look at (or blame) individuals or political and economic

structures in understanding economic difficulties
» Keynesians say look at structures, which

! Are put in place by people with power
! And have different consequences for different people



Keynesians Vs Monetarists II
» E.g., unemployment

! Monetarists: look at individual workers whose wage 
demands are too great

! Keynesians: look at political and economic structures 
which create 

– structural unemployment
– cyclical unemployment



Can Full Employment Be 
Maintained under Capitalism? I

Some leftists argue that it cannot be
! Distributional Consequences of Full Employment

– High skilled wages begin to decline relative to low skilled wages, as full
employment is reached

– Profits begin to decline relative to wages as wages are bid up
! Decline in investment can result

– Profits decline
» Costs of losing job declines
» Wage increase leads not just to inflation but ultimately to a decline in

profits and thus to a decline in investment
– Savings decline as

» Profits declines
» Wages of low savers goes up and high savers

– Incomes of rich businessmen decline leading to capital strike, refusal to
invest



Can Full Employment Be 
Maintained under Capitalism? II

! Possible responses to this difficulty
– Government saving by 

» Running surplus
» Low interest rates

– Government tax incentives to investment
» Made back by taxes on income

– Use other means to reduce disincentives to work and employment, 
expanding labor market (see above)

– Allow expanded international competition to keep wages from 
going up too high

– Record of other countries (Japan, Switzerland, Sweden) suggests 
that full employment is possible under capitalism



Political Problems of Reaching
Full Employment

! Democrats need support from unions
– Unions oppose government employment at less than prevailing

wages, since this tends to replace unionized government workers
with lower wage workers

– Unions are more concerned with majority of members who hold
onto jobs in recessions, not minority that lose jobs, thus they will
reject share system will

! Republicans are concerned with the distributional
consequences of full employment
– Wages are somewhat equalized because of full employment of less

skilled
– Profits are lower



Liberal Contractarianism I 
! The state of nature: politics is not natural
! Right to life, liberty, and property

– Prudential argument
– Moral argument
– Theological argument

! Deficiencies in the state of nature
– We lack

» Settled laws
» Impartial Judges
» Power to punish

– Ambitious seek to rule others



Liberal Contractarianism II
! Give up right to protect our rights to government

– Everyone consents to join civil society
– Majority determines the form of government
– We retain right to rebellion if the government violates our rights

! Government protects our rights by 
– Defining our rights by law and always acting by means of  the rule 

of law
» No action without a law
» Laws must be general and people must be equal before the law 

(non-discrimination)
– Punishing those who violate laws
– Encouraging the ambitious to attain their ends through economic 

rather than political activity



Locke On Property I
! God has given earth to mankind in common

– How does private property arise
– Does it require the express consent of everyone?

! Origin of private property
– Everyone has a right to his own person, own labor and what they

mix their labor with
– Why is this justified?

» We transform nature for our own uses
» Labor makes things in state of nature valuable: without labor

man's condition in state of nature is one of penury



Locke On Property II
– Limitations

» "Where there is enough and as good left in common for
others" 27
! How can this condition be met when land scarce? Other

kinds of property: capital goods, human skills and talents
which can be sold

» As much as anyone could use before it spoils
! Is spoilage limitation effective?

– Two kinds of goods
– Those which spoil: perishable
– Those which do not: durable
– Spoilage limitation never apples to accumulating durable

goods
– No incentive to ever accumulate more than one can use or

sell of perishable goods



Locke On Property III
! Why does Locke make spoilage limitation (besides his 

making a mistake)? does it tell us anything about the state 
of nature

– Labor increases value of what nature provides by a very 
great deal

– Potential abundance of perishable goods could be created 
through human labor

– But there is no incentive to labor since there is no use for 
abundance of perishable goods prior to the existence of 
markets and trade Invention of money and its effects

– Barter perishable goods for durable goods
» First perishable goods one can use: nuts, metals
» Then money

! By mutual consent take in exchange for the truly useful
but perishable supports of life



Locke On Property IV
– Given money: a general increase in wealth
– Inequality results

» Due to different degrees of industry 
– Desires expand: incentive to try to satisfy more than one's bodily 

desires (or can satisfy bodily desires in new way)
– Good enough left for others limit no longer is a  restraint

» Though people have a smaller proportionate share of property,  
there is more to be had given incentive to accumulate 

» Men consent to accumulation when they consent to money 
! Consent occurs before government



Locke on Property V
– Does Locke justify unlimited accumulation of property 

without redistribution (that is, libertarianism)
» Locke's official doctrine is that taxation for the purpose of 

serving the common good is justified if a majority of those 
taxed, or their representatives agree
! This would seem to allow taxation for the purposes of 

redistributio
» Locke argued that the right to life takes precedence over the 

right to property so that the poor are owed at least some 
minimal subsistence



Locke on Property VI
– To what extent would redistribution take place in a Lockian 

politicl community 
» Debates between the rich and the poor 

! Richt: it rational for everyone to consent to money, 
inequality

– Rational for each person to consent to exchange, trade 
which leads to acceptance of money

– Inequality is to everyone's advantage since it leads to an 
increase in total amount of property benefits everyone

! Poor: while everyone benefits from private property
– They do not benefit as much as rich
– They would benefit even more from a political community 

with greater redistribution 



Locke on Property VII
» The poor might

! Call a general strike if redistribution is not allowed with in 
civil society

! Refuse to join civil society if the rich do not agree to some 
level of redistribution 

! Refuse to accept money if some redistribution does not 
take place

» The outcome of this struggle would be determined by the 
relative income, numbers and, perhaps, force on each  side 

– Liberals would like to find clear moral standards that determinie 
how much redistribution is justifiable.



Theories of Justice
! Individualist

– Libertarian
– Egalitarian

! Communitarian



Libertarianism and its Critics I
! Basic principle

– People have rights to
» Liberty to engage in any economic / contractual relationships

they wish
» Property

– Government cannot legitimately
» Prohibit any economic / contractual relationships between

consenting adults
» Tax people in order to redistribute

! Redistribute income



Libertarianism and its Critics II: what
justified absolute property rights

! Everyone benefits from right to private property
– This is true but some benefit more than others
– There are not just two alternatives: state of nature and a libertarian

regime that protects the absolute right of property
» A modified right to private property which mandated some

redistribution might benefit more people
» Scheme of redistribution’s for

! Common provision
! Equality of opportunity
! Further redistribution



Libertarianism and its Critics III
! Liberty

– The fundamental aim of politics is to protect human liberty
» An absolute right to private property protects our liberty

– But do we have a general right to liberty?
» Can’t measure liberty in general
» Liberty in general not our goal but liberty to make importance

choices about our lives and to express and seek to realized our
political and social views

» Aim is certain kinds of liberty rather than others
! Right to liberty

– This right protect certain important goals
» Liberty of speech and action / civil liberty
» Rational creatures require freedom to pursue range of arguments and

beliefs and test them in practice
! This may not be in everyone’s interest given their aims
! But in everyone’s interest in reflecting on their aims



Libertarianism and its Critics III
– But critics say it should not be absolute

» Is liberty re contract and property / economic liberty as central
as freedom of speech and action

» Some economic liberty to choose our own work or to hold
private property is presumably necessary to control over our
own life choices

» Beyond this kind of economic liberty, further economic liberty
gives us opportunities to accumulate the resources that enables
us to take advantage of civil liberty
! But not everyone gets more such opportunities by

absolute economic liberty
! Some get much less

» The right to life limits economic liberty



Libertarianism and its Critics IV
! Contribution to common good

– Those with natural talents and political and social position
contribute more to the common good and to the individual good of
people than those without these advantages

» Thus they deserve a higher income and wealth
– This may be true, but it does not answer the question how much

better of some people should be than others
» What tradeoff between the well and poorly endowed should

exist?
– Again there are more than two alternatives: absolute property

rights and the state of nature



Libertarianism and its Critics V
! Government should be limited 

– For libertarians 
» Government is not natural 
» Government should be limited and neutral, not benefiting any 

set of ideas about the common good
» Government should only serves purposes 

! Which have unanimous agreement 
! And taking the goods of some people and giving them to 

others cannot obtain universal consent



Libertarianism and its Critics VI
– Against libertarians

» The market is no more natural than government for it depends on the
government
! To maintain order and defend properties rights
! To provide common goods necessary to economic growth
! To manage the economy and prevent recession and inflation

» There is no such thing as neutral government; Government always
benefit one conception of the good rather than another and has
redistributive effects when it
! Provides common goods
! Engages in economic management

» Thus we should not pretend that active government is unusual or
unnatural
! Governments must choose to benefit some groups rather than

others
! So they may legitimately redistribute income provided they do

not restrict civil liberty and political rights



Income Inequality



Poverty



Why Wages and Prices are Sticky
! Oligopolies don’t want to start price war
! Costs of changing prices

– Calculations
– New menus

! Heterogeneous goods lead sellers to be rl
– No single market price
– Uncertainties re

» market
» price can get for goods

! house: someone (might) want it at the price

! Business enterprise try to keep wages above level that
would clear labor markets (see below)



Types of Equality I
! Political Fair Equality of Opportunity: 

– Extent to which people with the same natural talents and ambitions 
coming from different social classes are able to enter the political 
elite and attain the same positions of power:  permeability of the 
political elite

– The US probably has the greatest political fair equality of 
opportunity in the world although political fair equality of 
opportunity is much less for members of the working class or the 
very poor

! Political Equality: 
– Equality of influence of people from different social classes over 

political officials
– The US probably has a relatively low level of political equality 

among the liberal democracies



Egalitarianism vs 
Inegalitarianism I

! Preliminary: inegalitarianism is not elitism and vice versa
! One  indication of political inequality may be economic inequality
! Possible sources of inequality of income

– Differences in natural talents
– Differences in ambition and willingness to work hard
– Differences in quality and quantity of training and education
– Inequality of family circumstances which leads to

» Differences in inheritance of wealth
» Differences in training and education (especially, perhaps, very early 

education)
» Differences in ambition due to differences in 

! Knowledge of opportunities
! Self-confidence

– Luck: being in the right place at the right time



Theories of Distributive Justice I
! Libertarianism (Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, Utopia)

– People should be allowed to earn as high an income as they can in the market place 
without any government taxation or spending programs redistributing income 

! Common provision and fair equality of opportunity (Michael Walzer, Spheres 
of Justice)

– Common provision (the social safety net, social insurance_ protects everyone 
against bad luck where equitable or efficient private insurance is impossible to 
create

» Lack of parents
» Disability
» Health problems
» Lack of support in old age

– Fair equality of opportunity provides an equal chance for those with the same 
natural talents and ambitions

» And insures that ambitions are not stifled by bad social and economic 
circumstances



Theories of Distributive Justice II
– Once common provision and and fair equality of opportunity are 

created, those with greater natural talents and ambitions should be 
allowed to make as high an income as they can on the market

! Redistribution of income beyond social insurance and fair equality of 
opportunity to minimize undeserved benefits of natural talents and ambition 
(John Rawls, A Theory of Justice)

– Some degree of inequality is necessary to a high level of economic output and growth because 
it encourages people to work hard, get training or education and to work in certain jobs

– Inequality is only justified when in this way it benefits everyone or the least advantaged
– Inequality is not justified  when those with greater natural talents or ambition benefit at the 

expense of those with lesser natural talents or ambition 

! Complete equality which is attained by forcing those with natural talents and 
ambition to work for the good of all (Some Marxists?).

– This non-liberal view is incompatible with civil liberty



Egalitarianism vs 
Inegalitarianism II

! Arguments for Political Inegalitarianism
– The common good is served by political inequality:

» Political equality leads to redistributive programs aimed at attaining 
economic equality which, in turn, leads to a reduction in economic 
output and a lack of economic growth

» Political equality leads to a destruction of moral, intellectual and 
artistic standards of excellence 

» Political inequality gives greater political power to those who, by 
virtue of their natural talents, ambition, and education are most likely 
to seek to protect our rights and seek the common good

– Right to the appropriate degree of economic inequality would be 
infringed upon by a egalitarian political system



Egalitarianism vs 
Inegalitarianism III

! Arguments for Political Egalitarianism
– Right to political equality
– The common good is served by

» Political equality which leads to
! a broad  range of viewpoints expressed in political life

» Economic and social equality which leads to
! economic growth because of natural talents are not blocked by 

inequality of opportunity
! reduced street crime
! vibrant culture
! a permeable, divided and thus less dangerous political elite
! a sense of political  and social solidarity

» And is not hurt by political equality because the economic and other goals of 
political inequality can be obtained in an elitist, though egalitarian, liberal 
democracy and the economic goals of political inequality can be attained by 
structural inequality

– Right to economic equality



Economic Misconceptions I
! Nature of economic misconceptions

– Misconceptions and exaggerations about people with low incomes  
» Low income people do not work and rely on welfare for long periods of time
» Low income have large families

– Misconceptions about government spending
» Most government spending is for

! Social Security
! Defense
! Interest on the debt

» Relatively little government spending is for
! special interest group benefits
! foreign aid
! welfare
! pure waste (as opposed to programmatic waste)



Economic Misconceptions II
! Nature of economic misconceptions, continued

– Misconceptions among lower and middle income people about 
average salaries and family and household income

» Salaries and family income are much lower than most people 
recognize

» People tend to blame bad luck, government spending and 
taxation and themselves for their relatively low incomes rather 
than recognizing that they are the result of our inegalitarian 
political and  economic system 



Economic Misconceptions III
! Nature of economic misconceptions, continued

– Misconceptions among middle income people about the importance of government 
programs for their own success 

» Educational opportunities depend upon public schools and universities
» Jobs for 30-40% of middle income workers people are with the government or 

non-profit organizations supported by the government
» Policies designed to reduce unemployment and raise the skills and wages of  

people with low incomes tends to raise the wages of middle income workers 
as well

» Home ownership is dependent upon tax breaks
» Protection against crime is dependent on government effort for people without 

the means to have private security
» A safe, clean and attractive community depends upon government planning 

and zoning and public subsidies for development for those without the means 
to afford non-subsidized private planned communities

» Retirement  depends upon social security



Economic Misconceptions IV
! Sources of these misconceptions

– Many of the benefits of government programs are indirect 
– People take benefits for granted 
– Failures of government and government officials (see sources of 

distrust of government) call government programs as a whole into 
question (particularly because of the criticisms of Republicans)

– Effects of business ideological leadership in advertising and 
support of conservative think tanks

– Persuasive skills of Ronald Reagan
– Racism



Unemployment Rate 1960-1992
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Unemployment Statistics
March 1992 July 1982

Labor Force and 
Unemployment
Labor force 127,142,857 110,102,040
Unemployed by 
conventional definiton 8,900,000 10,790,000
People working part-time 
who seek full time work 6,200,000 2,325,000
Discouraged workers 1,100,000 1,497,000
Unemployment Rates
Conventional 
unemployment rate 7.0 9.8
Unemployment rate 
including people working 
part-time who seek full-
time work 11.9 11.9
Unemployment rate 
including discouraged 
workers 7.9 11.2
Unemployment rate 
including last two 
categories 12.7 13.3
Class
managers and 
administrators 3.7
professiontal and 
technical 3.3
sales 5.4
clerical 6.9
craft workers 10.9
transport ops 11.6
factory workers 17.4
genl laborers 18.6
constuction 20.3
Length of 
Unemployment
average duration 17.5 weeks 15.6 weeks



Changes in Median Family Income 
1947-1989

Median Family Income
1947 1967 1973 1979 1989

Income in 1989 $ $14,741 $26,470 $31,144 $32,844 $34,213

1947-1967 1967-1973 1973-1979 1979-1989
Change in period $11,729 $4,673 $1,701 $1,369
Average annual growth in period 2.9% 2.7% 0.9% 0.4%

Change in period for bottom 80% Level $30,343
Percent 25.7%

Change in period for top 5% Level $1,426
Percent 5.2%



Distribution of Income by Quintile 
1947-89

Distribution of Income By Quintile Income Growth By Quintile and in Top Quintile, 1977-1990
Families Post-cash transfer, pre-tax, excluding capital gains

Post-cash transfer, pre-tax, excluding capital gains in 1990 Dollars
1947 1967 1973 1979 1989

Quintile Average Family Income
lowest 20% 5.00 5.50 5.50 5.20 4.60
second 20% 11.90 12.40 11.90 11.60 10.60
third 20% 17.00 17.90 17.50 17.50 16.50
fourth 20% 23.10 23.90 24.00 24.10 23.70
highest 20% 43.00 40.40 41.40 41.70 44.60
top 5% 17.50 15.20 15.50 15.80 17.90
next 15% 25.50 25.20 25.60 25.90 26.70



Distribution of Income by Quintile 
and Top 5 % - 1989
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Average Family Income by Quintile 
1947-89

Average Income in Quintile by 1989 Dollars
1947 1967 1973 1979 1989

lowest 20% 5,866
second 20% 15,107
third 20% 25,823
fourth 20% 40,374
highest 20% 77,716

bottom 80% $12,357 $21,915 $25,919 $27,317 $28,743
top 5% $60,701 $89,274 $109,131 $118,249 $148,591
top 1% $500,000

Ratio of average 
income of top 5% 
to bottom 80% 4.90 4.10 4.20 4.30 5.20



Average Family Income by Quintile and
Top 5% and 1% - 1989

Note: value for top 1% is approximate



Low Income by Quintile in 1989 Dollars
1947 1967 1973 1979 1989

second 20% 16,003
third 20% 28,000
fourth 20% 40,800
highest 20% 59,550
top 5% 98,963

Lowest Income by Quintile and 
Top 5% -1989



Lowest Income by Quintile and 
Top 5% - 1989
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Distribution of Family  Income Under Alternative 
Definitions - 1989

! Note that these figures do not take into account the effects of various 
programs that give the greatest benefits to middle income families such as 
public higher education and mortgage interest deductions. Nor does it take 
into account the bias in the provision of public goods towards middle and 
upper middle income families, such as police protection and public schools.

pre-tax/
pre-transfer
excluding

capital
gains

pre-tax /
pre-transfer

including
capital
gains

post-tax /
pre-transfer

including
capital
gains

post-tax/
post-

transfer
including
capital
gains

lowest 20% 1.50 1.50 1.70 5.00
second 20% 8.20 7.80 8.80 10.90
third 20% 15.90 15.30 16.30 16.50
fourth 20% 25.00 24.20 24.90 23.40
highest 20% 49.40 51.10 48.20 44.10



Income Growth by Quintile 
1977-1990

Income Growth By Quintile and in Top Quintile, 1977-1990
Post-cash transfer, pre-tax, excluding capital gains

in 1990 Dollars

Average Family Income Percent Change
1977 1980 1990 1977-90 1980-1990

All $36,247 $36,138 $41,369 14.1% 14.5%

Highest 20% $78,965 $81,589 $105,209 33.2% 28.9%
   Highest 1% $281,383 $315,648 $548,970 95.1% 73.9%
   Next 4% $97,739 $100,534 $125,800 28.7% 25.1%
   Next 5% $69,335 $69,439 $82,154 18.5% 18.3%
   Next 10% $54,407 $55,505 $63,663 17.0% 14.7%
Fourth 20% $42,148 $41,957 $44,908 6.5% 7.0%
Middle 20% $31,311 $30,268 $30,964 -1.1% 2.3%
Second 20% $20,205 $19,237 $19,348 -4.2% 0.6%
Lowest 20% $8,531 $8,082 $7,725 -9.5% 4.4%



Change in Average Income by Quintile 
1977-90
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Earnings by Education, Sex and Age



Social Mobility in the U. S. A.
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Budget Outlays as  Percentage of 
GNP
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Structural Limits on Democracy in Market
Economies I

! Most investment decisions are made privately and cannot 
be compelled by  government officials
– Business enterprises invest on the basis  of expectations of future 

profits
– Which depend upon

» Their own products and production processes 
» Demand for their product
» Wage levels and price levels for components of their products
» Alternative investments open to them
» Level of profit or return on investment required to invest in 

their own business
» Expectations of economy as a whole (business confidence)

– All of these factors are uncertain and open to divergent answers on 
the part of different business enterprises; The managers of 
business enterprises have a great deal of discretion about when, 
where and how to invest



Structural Limits on Democracy in Market 
Economies II

! Private business investments have important public 
consequences. Most political and economic goals cannot 
be attained without high levels of business investment
– Thus government officials must adopt public policies that 

encourage investment by private business enterprises. This creates 
two kinds of constraints on government policies

» Narrow constraints on attaining specific economic goals
» Broad constraints on economic policy more generally



Structural Limits and Narrow Constraints on
Public Policy I

! Government officials seeks to attain public policy goals by
changing the pattern of investment or consumption of
some specific business or businesses
– Economic development of a geographic area
– Common benefits of investment beyond those which accrue to

individual investors
» For example, the development of strategic industries in 

transportation or communication that can greatly increase the 
profitability of investments in other industries

! Governments do this by.
– Direct subsidies
– Guarantee loans
– Tax breaks
– Access to public land.



Structural Limits and Narrow Constraints on 
Public Policy II

! Heads of business enterprises have a great deal of 
discretion over where they invest. Thus their own 
preferences for investing in one area or another as well as 
their skills in negotiating with the government, plays an 
important role in determining how extensive government 
incentives must be. 

! Once business enterprises and the government are
intertwined in this way, opportunities arise for business
enterprises to wield other forms of political influence.
– Lobbying
– Campaign contributions
– Future job offers



Structural Limits and Broad Constraints on
Public Policy I

! High levels of business investment in general is crucial to
most economic goals. Low levels of investment leads to
– Lower levels of economic activity and thus ultimately to

» Lower wages
» More unemployment

– Reduced productivity growth and thus
» Slower growth in economic output
» Lower wages in the future
» Higher inflation in the future



Structural Limits and Broad Constraints on 
Public Policy II
! Government officials are reluctant to adopt public policies that lowers

investment by reducing the profits and income of the owners and managers of
businesses
– Income taxes on the rich
– Taxes on capital
– Very low levels of unemployment because at low levels,

» The balance of power between labor and management in wage 
negotiations to the former and leads to higher wages

» Inflation is likely to arise long before full employment is reached
! At 2-3% unemployment, most unemployment is frictional unemployment due to workers changing jobs 

of their own volition, some businesses going out of business and new workers entering the job market
! At 4-6%  unemployment (in different countries at different times) inflation will arise because there will 

be shortages of some high skilled workers in many geographic areas and of most workers in some 
geographic areas 

– Some social welfare spending such as unemployment benefits, welfare, food stamps and
others which also shifts the balance of power between labor and management in wage
negotiations to the former and leads to higher wages

– Government regulation of pollution, unsafe products and unsafe processes of production



Structural Limits and Broad Constraints on 
Public Policy III

! Thus governments who wish to keep long term economic
growth productivity growth at high levels must adopt
certain policies to
– Keep employment from becoming too low
– Restrain spending for fair equality of opportunity and

redistribution
– Limit regulation of business
– Reduce the costs of business

» Elementary, secondary and higher education
» Transportation infrastructure

! These policies lead to
– Greater inequality of opportunity and inequality of income and

wealth than would otherwise obtain.
– Severe burdens on many working people who suffer from low

wages, lack of job security, and lack of social welfare benefits



Variations in Structural Limits
! The constraints of a market economy on governments are

not the same under all economic conditions.
– Under some conditions which allow for greater wage growth

without inflation it is possible for governments to reduce
unemployment and increase social welfare spending with fewer
deleterious effects on investment and productivity growth

» When productivity is growing due to scientific and
technological developments or changes in the workprocess or
organization of business enterprises

» When raw material prices are declining
» When large business enterprises do not have oligopolistic

control over prices
! Foreign competition tends to reduce oligopolistic control 

over prices
» When workers adopt solidaristic policy in times of

unemployment: Rather than keep the wages of most workers



Structural Limits and 
Inegalitarianism. 

! Structural limits strengthens inegalitarianism. 
– Corporations that receive high corporate profits and businessmen 

that receive high incomes, have more resources for lobbying and 
campaign contributions. 

» Structural limits gives businessmen access to government 
officials and enhances the plausibility of their arguments 
against challenging the structural limits on democratic politics. 

! Inegalitarianism strengthens the structural limits on 
government policy. 
– Policy changes that challenge structural limits usually result in 

some redistribution of power and income, inegalitarianism makes 
it difficult to adopt the more far-reaching changes in institutions 
and policies that modify the limits.



Right Wing Solutions to Structural 
Constraints I

! Fair equality of opportunity should be rejected (in part or 
whole) as a goal
– Some rightists argue that fair equality exists to a large extent today 

and that low income is due largely to personal rather than social 
factors: laziness, unwillingness to put off current consumption and 
invest in one’s own future and low levels of intelligence

– Some rightist hold that there is no moral requirement to attain fair 
equality of opportunity and that the taxation and spending policies 
needed to attain fair equality of opportunity violate the rights of 
people to keep most of what they earn in market transactions

– Some rightists hold that, because of the structural constraints, 
cannot be fair equality of opportunity cannot be attained without 
undermining economic growth and, ultimately, fair equality of 
opportunity itself

– Most rightists argue that the economic growth of market 
economies with low taxation and low social welfare spending 
compensates those with low  incomes for the lack of fair equality 



Right Wing Solutions to Structural 
Constraints II

! Social welfare spending is counter-productive in that it 
increases rather than decreases unemployment 
– Minimum wage reduce low paid jobs
– Unemployment benefits discourages people from seeking jobs
– Income supports discourages work and encourages dependence on 

the government 
– Building standards increases the costs of the cheapest apartments 

! Thus rightists favor reducing sharply or eliminating social 
welfare spending and forcing people to take jobs at 
whatever wage levels are set by the market
– Setting a two year lifetime limit on receiving welfare
– Prohibiting increases in welfare benefits to women who have 

additional children while on welfare
– Prohibiting welfare for teenagers who  give birth to illegitimate 

children



Critique of Right Wing Solutions I

! Fair equality of opportunity is a moral requirement for all 
polities and societies and, while it is difficult to attain, 
other liberal democracies come much closer to it than the 
US
– There is little convincing evidence that people with low incomes 

are by nature less intelligent than those with high incomes
» Social circumstances have a clear effect on IQ scores
» IQ scores have been rising substantially over time

– There is little convincing evidence that poor people are lazier
» The vast majority of poor people in the US work as much as 

they possibly can. But full time work at the minimum wage 
($8840) does not lift a family of 3 out of poverty. And full 
time work for 52 weeks a year is usually impossible for 
unskilled men and women to find. 

» About 2/3s of women on welfare probably work while not 
reporting their income to welfare authorities 



Critique of Right Wing Solutions II
– Higher absolute  incomes in rich countries does not compensate 

for inequality of opportunity 
» It does not create a fair starting point for all children
» The material requirements for a decent life higher in richer 

countries, where, for example, cars and telephones are usually 
necessary for work and family life?

» The relative level of material well being probably has a greater 
effect on happiness than absolute levels of material well being

! Social welfare spending and other interventions in the 
market have a much more minimal effect on employment 
than rightists believe
– Minimum wage increases typically have a minimal effect on the 

number of jobs 
– It is not clear that AFDC has a great effect on rates of illegitimacy 

or single motherhood
» Variations in AFDC do not encourage or provide an incentive 



Critique of Right Wing Solutions III
– For more than 3/4’s of the women who receive AFDC, it is not a “way of 

life” but a temporary means of support for women who have new children, 
are recently divorced, are recently unemployed or are ill

– AFDC and high unemployment benefits (especially in Europe) does 
discourage women from holding legitimate jobs. AFDC benefits and 
Medicaid are not available to those who work. But other social welfare 
programs could be devised that did not have this difficulty  

– Similarly all discourage employment (particularly in Europe) but other 
programs could be devised to avoid this problem

! The effects of severe cuts in AFDC and food stamp benefits would be not only a 
decline in fair equality of opportunity but a very sharp decline in the well being 
of the 25% of Americans who, over a ten year period, receive AFDC and food 
stamps  

– Due to unemployment, many single, unskilled women cannot find jobs and those jobs that are 
available pay less than enough to support even a very small family (and a severe reduction in 
AFDC would reduce the pay of even these jobs) 

– The result would be significant increases in sweatshop labor, homelessness, abandoned 
children, prostitution and abortion



Left Wing Solutions to Structural
Constraints

! Provide a minimal level of income as a right
! Provide important goods through specific, often in-kind 

programs
– Food stamps
– School lunches
– Medicaid
– Government owned housing
– Rent controls
– Energy (home heating oil) 
– Subsidies for basic phone and cable service

! Social services
! Choose to accept consequences of low unemployment and 

high levels of social welfare spending
– Accept higher rates of inflation 



Critique of Left Solutions
! A minimal level of income allows some people to avoid 

work which
– Violates their obligations
– Is demeaning and dispiriting to the recipients
– Is politically unpopular (with good reason)

! Programs to provide specific, in-kind grants are often
– Economically distorting and inefficient where they 

» Interfere with market incentives to provide certain goods (rent 
controls)

» Lead to over purchasing of certain goods by reducing their 
costs (Medicaid, home heating oil subsidies)

– Provide inferior and economically segregated goods (public 
housing, Medicaid)  

– Costly to administer and sometimes corrupt because 
» Many programs have to be created, one for each good



Reducing Structural Constraints
! Shifting the burden of structural constraints through 

government tax and regulatory policy
! Exert direct controls over the investment decisions of 

business enterprises
! Socially owned business enterprises such as community 

based cooperatives or worker’s owned or managed 
companies
– See below on participatory democracy



Reducing Structural Constraints Through
Government Policy I

! Encourage government subsidy of investment in order to 
offset the effects of other policies such as full employment 
and social welfare spending that discourage it.
– By

» Tax incentives for investment. 
» Keep interest rates low by reducing government deficits
» Incentives to research or development 
» Allow business enterprises to form joint research program.

– Governments can minimize the rewards such as higher profits to 
businesses and higher incomes to capitalists. by

» Targeting subsidies to productive versus unproductive 
investments (gold, housing, paintings)

» Recapturing subsidies through taxes on high incomes (which 
have relatively small effects on work effort or investment) . 

» But, so long as those facing high incomes are the same people 



Reducing Structural Constraints Through  
Government Policy II

! Reduce inflationary pressures by enhancing productivity, thus 
allowing for lower unemployment and higher social welfare spending
– Improving pre-schools, primary and secondary education in 

cognitive skills
– Give new and redundant workers technical training
– Governments regulations that stimulate long term thinking on the 

part of corporate managers by
» Encourage debt over equity financing 
» Changing the rules for deferred compensation.



Reducing Structural Constraints Through  
Government Policy III

! Reduce inflationary pressures of full employment through government
influence on the setting of wages
– Government-labor-business negotiations on wage increases

» Government pressures can keep wage increases for the most 
desired workers at or below the rate of increase in productivity 
while allow wages to rise for the lowest paid workers

» This type of government policy can best be carried out in 
elitist and centralized liberal democracies where workers are 
committed to a solidaristic wage policy

– Adoption of flexible wages that are adjusted in accordance with 
business profits or sales

» If workers seek wages that are higher than increases in 
productivity, prices will rise leading  business profits or sales 
to fall which will, in turn, reduce wages

! Adopt forms of taxation that do not increase 
unemployment



Reducing Structural Constraints Through  
Government Policy IV

! Provide public sector jobs for all who are able to work
– Such jobs would

» Wages set below private sector jobs 
! So as to avoid inflationary impact on wages
! Universal benefits to provide a decent standard of living)

» Full time work for most people with part time work for 
mothers of young children

» Substantial jobs creating various  public goods and services
– Barriers to public sector jobs

» Union opposition
! Adopt forms of social welfare spending that do not 

increase unemployment
– Provide universal benefits that are received by everyone (or all 

who work) 
» Child care benefits such as refundable tax credits



Reducing Structural Constraints Through  
Government Policy IV

– These social welfare benefits would be devised to
» Raise the income of those who lack the skills or job 

opportunities to receive wages that would enable them and 
their families to have fair equality of opportunity

» Reduce the pressure for inflationary wage increases
– Such policies need not discourage work 

» Because everyone receives them
» Work incentives can be enhanced if government provides 

employment services, training and jobs of last resort and these 
benefits are denied to those who refuse to take available jobs  



Government Direct Control of
Investment

! Government ownership of business enterprises
! Government direction of overall levels of investment and

the specific policies of different firms by using the
following levers over business decisions
– Subsidies to capital
– Price and wage controls
– Governments controls over products
– Change the form of compensation for all workers from wages to a

share in profits, thereby smoothing the process of economic
adjustment and enabling the economy to stay at higher levels of
output more of the time.



Problems of Government Business Enterprises 
- Overview

! Inefficiency
! Serving special interests rather than the common good
! Uniformity of products and productive processes



Inefficiency in Government Business 
Enterprises I

! Note that government business enterprises are not always less efficient 
than private or social business enterprises
– There are some circumstances where public enterprise might be more 

efficient particularly when there are economies that can be derived from 
» Large scale 
» Nationwide uniformity. 
» Lower salaries, no profits
» Public spirit (particularly in new agencies)

– The inefficiency of Government ownership is usually the last alternative 
to the collapse of declining firms.

! Sources of inefficiency
– Government controlled business enterprises are usually not subject to 

same kind of competition that private or socially controlled business 
enterprises face. 

– Managers of public enterprises usually lack the same kinds of incentives 
to find an efficient course of action that are found in the private sector. 



Inefficiency in Government Business 
Enterprises II

– Public enterprises sometimes find it difficult to adopt new ways of 
producing goods or to develop new products or services. 

» it is difficult for high government officials to spend much time on 
revamping the organization structure of government agencies or 
enterprises. 

» High government officials often have a distinct lack of interest in 
devolving control to lower level decision makers.   

– Private or social enterprises have greater freedom than public enterprises 
to focus on their main goals of making money by providing some services 
or goods as opposed to various contextual goals that determine how they 
attain this main goal.

» For example
! Equity or the perception of fairness 
! Avoidance of of fraud
! Government agencies focus on reducing short term rather than 

long term costs



Inefficiency in Government Business 
Enterprises III

» Sources of focus on contextual goals
! Government agencies receive their revenues for operations from 

political officials who are sensitive to public opinion, they must do 
everything they can to avoid scandal. 

! Interest groups try to shape the activities of government agencies and 
enterprises to serve their own interests. 

» Governments can, of course, force private or social enterprises as well as 
public enterprises to focus on these contextual goals their main goals. 

! Without the profit motive, public enterprises can afford to ignore their 
main goals of providing certain services and goods efficiently. 

! Without the competition and scorecard provided by the market, it can be 
very difficult to evaluate the efficiency of government enterprises

» The influence of these contextual factors is not necessarily bad. But. 
! A problem of balance between main and contextual goals arises
! Some of these contextual goals can and should be met in other ways 

besides controlling business enterprises
! Some of these contextual goals are not in the public interest at all but 

serve special interests.



Public Business Enterprises, Special
Interests and the Common Good

! Special interest groups use public enterprises to satisfy their own
desires as opposed to the main goals of the enterprise.

! High political officials fail to control public agencies. Although the
whole point of public enterprise is to minimize the independence of
private and social enterprises, there are great difficulties in controlling
putatively public enterprises as well.
– Middle and lower level government agencies protect their own turf by

agreeing to mutual non-aggression pacts with other agencies.
– Elected officials, on the other hand, usually have other more important

things to do than control the daily operations of most government
agencies, aside from those that effect politically important contextual
goals.

– Higher level officials come to share the goals of government enterprises
because they serve important constituency groups.

! Note, however, that private business interests have an even stronger
tendency to serve special interests rather than the common good



Public Business Enterprises and
Uniformity

! Sources of uniformity
– The pressure of interest groups with a particular agenda
– The need to respond to the politically expressed demands of a majority of the public
– The ability of monopolistic government enterprises to ignore the demands of

customers with different desires
– The efforts of public officials to reduce costs and avoid scandal.
– Public agencies have little incentive to provide the kinds of goods or services

demanded by small groups
– Public agencies often fear that to provide goods and services desired by a few will

offend and anger the majority.
– When the public is sharply divided about what goods or services to provide, the

result might be a least common denominator compromise that provides nothing.
! Uniformity is sometimes quite desirable. In other cases, however, uniformity

leads, at best, to consumer frustration, and at worst, to inefficiency and
mediocrity.



Structural Limits as a Counter to Liberal
Democratic Government

! Government acting at the behest of the demands of the majority may sometimes go too 
far in redistributing income from the few to the many neglecting 

– Overriding the just claims of the rich or the long term interests of the polity and society as a 
whole. 

– When 
» Government benefits to the public or to special interest groups outstrip the taxes it raises
» Governments encourage or allow too much consumption at the costs of savings or 

investment 
» Taxation reaches a point at which incentives to useful economic activity are undermined

– The independence of business enterprises sets a limit to these dangers. Because government 
officials cannot control business investment, they are forced to take into account the dangers of 
public policies that undermine incentives to invest before dangerous polices get out of hand. 

– These dangers can possibly be overcome by elitist forms of democracy without the structural 
limits

! Private (or social) enterprise distributes property thus providing multiple sources of 
economic resource for opposition to a potentially tyrannical government



Sources of the Underclass
1. Zoning
2. Flight of middle income families 
to avoid taxes required to provide 
public goods in large cities and 
education and social
welfare benefits for the poor
3. Federal highly aid support 
suburbanization

Lack of cultural knowledge and
social skills that are expected by
employers

Economic and racial
residential segregation /
suburbanization of jobs

Extreme inequality in elementary
and second education for 
the poor and lack of cognitive skills

Structural limits
on public policy

High levels of 
Unemployment 

Lack of job skills 
and training

Loss of hope for a better
economic future and 
motivation 
to strive for one Single, unwed

mothers
Drug dealing and
abuse

Inadequate parental
supervision and role modeling

Lack of economic
opportunity

Dependence on
social welfare 
programs with 
perverse incentives


